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Abstract 

The rising cost of doing business coupled with a fast changing competitive business 

environment is forcing organizations to consider adapting asset management strategies, not 

just as a cost saving measure, but also to remain competitive. Implementing an efficient and 

effective maintenance program is one way of achieving this desired competitiveness. 

However implementing such maintenance program is often not straightforward due to the lack 

of a structured decision support approach. Capability maturity models present such structured 

approach. This paper proposes a generic asset maintenance maturity model (AMMM) as a 

structured guide for implementing new maintenance programs, evaluating existing programs 

and finally directing continuous improvement activities likely to lead to high levels of asset 

maintenance efficiency and effectiveness. Central to the proposed model is the use of risk 

assessment methodologies at different phases during the evolution process of asset 

maintenance maturity in the organization.  

Keywords: Asset management, Maturity models, Risk assessment 

1 Introduction 

Organizations operating in today’s competitive business environment continuously face 

competing and often conflicting requirements. On the one hand is the requirement for high 

product quality, but also on the other hand ensuring affordability. Achieving these conflicting 

requirements is often not straightforward and requires novel management techniques. One 

such strategy is asset management (AM) (Schneider et al., 2006). The attractiveness with AM 

is that it considers all important aspects that need to be managed in the life cycle of an asset, 

right from inception to disposal. One important phase within an asset’s life-cycle is the 

operational and maintenance (O&M) phase with recent studies indicating that depending on 

the business context, it constitutes between 15 and 70 % of the total cost of ownership 

(Koronios et al., 2007; Bevilacqua, 2000). Passing this cost burden to the consumer 

undermines the competitiveness of the organization. As such, the maintenance function is 

receiving considerable attention and is no longer perceived as “necessary evil” but of strategic 

importance to the organization (Van Horenbeek, 2014).  
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In many organizations, the maintenance function is the core responsibility of the maintenance 

department whose main roles entail making decisions regarding selection of most appropriate 

maintenance strategy(s). Often, such decisions are implemented through a set of detailed asset 

maintenance programs specifying the overall goal, objectives and requisite maintenance 

activities. However implementing such programs is often not straightforward, largely due to 

lack of a structured decision making framework. Capability maturity models (CMM) presents 

an appropriate structure through which maintenance programs may be designed, on-going 

programs audited, continuous improvement activities proposed, and finally as an internal and 

external benchmarking tool (Fraser, 2002; Tiku, 2007). Moreover, CMM proposes a 

structured guide allowing the evolution of maintenance decision making capabilities through 

progressively increasing maturity levels. Central to the CMM framework are different well-

known techniques and tools addressing the following decision making aspects (Pintelon, 

2006): 

 Decision support (e.g. maintenance concepts, risk assessment, maintenance planning). 

 Resource management (e.g. materials, personnel and outsourcing). 

 Assessment (e.g. performance measurement, audit and bench marking). 

 Excellence in maintenance (evolution to world class maintenance). 

Whilst several CMM have been developed in the past few decades, applicability of such 

models in asset maintenance is rather limited (Wendler, 2012). To address this gap, we 

therefore propose a generic asset maintenance maturity model (AMMM) aimed at assessing 

maintenance decision making processes within organizations. Here, we extend a recent study 

by Van Horenbeek (2014) by linking maintenance performance indicators to different risk 

assessment methodologies.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the notion of 

asset management (AM) and briefly discuss CMM in the context of AM. This is followed by 

a review of existing CMM developed for various domains. The aim of the review is to 

understand the development, architecture and possible applicability of the CMM’s in asset 

maintenance. Furthermore suitability of CMM as a tool for maintenance performance 

measurement, benchmarking studies, and guide to “world-class maintenance” status is 

discussed. In Section 3, we discuss the proposed methodology for AMMM and finally 

conclude by stating the major conclusions and proposals for future research. 

2  Asset management, maintenance decision making and maturity models 

2.1 Situating maturity models in asset management 

Several definitions for AM are reported in literature. Schuman (2005) defines AM as 

“operating a group of assets over the entire technical life-cycle, guaranteeing a suitable return 

while ensuring defined service and security standards”. The British standards institutes’ BSI 

PAS-55:2008 defines AM as “the systematic and coordinated practices through which the 

organization optimally and sustainably manages its assets and asset systems, their associated 

performance, risks and expenditures over the life-cycle for the purpose of achieving its 

organizational strategic plan” (BSI, 2008).  

From the latter definition (i.e. BSI PAS-55:2008), we deduce several important aspects 

regarding situating CMM in asset maintenance. The first aspect relates to the application of 
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systematic and coordinated practices for managing assets. Here, practices may imply design 

and selection of appropriate maintenance policy(s). Well-known maintenance policies applied 

in asset maintenance include the failure based maintenance (FBM), use/time based 

maintenance (UBM/TBM), condition based maintenance (CBM), opportunity based 

maintenance (OBM), and design-out maintenance (DOM) (Pintelon, 2006). Secondly, 

selection of appropriate maintenance policy(s) are often planned and implemented through a 

structured and systematic decision-making framework defined by the maintenance concept. 

Well-known maintenance concepts discussed in literature include reliability centered 

maintenance (RCM) (Moubray, 2001; Pintelon, 2006), risk based inspection and maintenance 

(RBIM) (Khan, 2003), life-cycle costing (LCC) and total productive maintenance (TPM) 

(Nakajima, 1988).  

Several of the maintenance concepts, for example RCM and RBIM, base the decision making 

approach on asset failure risk, where risk is defined qualitatively (e.g. high, medium or low 

risk) or quantitatively (e.g. cost of repair). Thus, to evaluate asset failure risk, several risk 

assessment methodologies are incorporated in these maintenance concepts. For instance, in 

RCM, asset failure risk is evaluated using failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA). On the 

other hand, RBIM, evaluates and prioritizes asset failure risk using several reliability and 

dependability analysis tools that include fault tree analysis (FTA), Bayesian networks (BN), 

or stochastic Petri-nets (SPN). The third aspect considered in the BSI PAS-55:2008 definition 

relates to the organizations’ strategic plan. The strategic plan often defines the roles of each 

function in the organization.  Maintenance is one such function and as such requires a set of 

strategic maintenance goals, often defined as maintenance objectives. Ideally, the 

maintenance performance objectives together with respective performance indicators should 

cascade from the defined strategic plan as depicted in Fig. 1, (Kumar et al., 2011).   

Organizational strategic plan(s)

Maintenance strategic goal(s)

Maintenance objective(s)

Maintenance performance 
Indicator(s)  

Figure 1.  Hierarchical cascade of maintenance performance indicators 

However, in many organizations, the methodological approach depicted in Fig. 1 is often not 

observed. Rather a generic listing derived from different literature sources is adopted (Van 

Horenbeek, 2014; Muchiri et al., 2011). Moreover, existing frameworks seldom link 

maintenance performance indicators to the overall organizational strategy (Van Horenbeek, 

2014). To address the aforementioned gap several maintenance performance measurement 

(MPM) frameworks are proposed in literature. For instance, Van Horenbeek (2014) developed 

a MPM framework for selecting business specific MPI’s. The proposed framework explicitly 

links the MPI’s, to the different organizational levels, i.e. strategic, tactical and operational. 

Moreover, each maintenance objective and respective performance indicator(s) are assigned 

importance weighting factor derived from the analytical network process (ANP) 

methodology. In this paper, we extend the MPM framework developed by Van Horenbeek 
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(2014) through proposing the incorporation of the asset maintenance maturity model 

(AMMM). A detailed discussion is presented in Section 3.  

2.2  Capability maturity models in asset management 

The development of CMM traces its origin to the early research work of Crosby (1980) who 

proposed the quality management maturity grid (QMMG) for use in the spectrum of quality 

management. The grid defines five distinct capability maturity levels contrasted against 

several dimensions. Here, maturity implies “the evolutionary progress in demonstrating the 

specific ability or accomplishment of a target from an initial stage to a final desired stage” 

(Mettler, 2009). On the other hand, dimensions refer to important process areas the 

organization places emphasis on, e.g. asset performance. Typically, a maturity model consists 

of the following components (Fraser, 2002): 

(i) number of levels, 

(ii) descriptor for each level, (e.g. uncertainty,….., certainty), 

(iii) description of characteristics expected of an organization at each level, 

(iv) number of dimensions, 

(v) description of elements/activities at each dimension, and 

(vi) description of each activity as performed at each maturity level. 

Over the past few decades, maturity models have been developed and applied in diverse 

application areas encompassing product development, software management, patient safety 

culture, information management and risk management (Maier et al., 2009; Becker, 2009; 

Mettler, 2009). However, not much published literature is reported on the development and 

application of maturity models in asset maintenance. Indeed a literature search on Google 

Scholar©, Science Direct© did yield few results discussed in the next section. On the other 

hand, a large number of CMM developed for asset maintenance are instead reported in 

unpublished literature sources, developed largely by consultants or individual companies as 

in-house maturity assessment tools. However, these models are largely proprietary and 

contain rather limited information, especially regarding their development and use. Moreover 

applying these models to different organizations may not be straightforward due to difference 

in several aspects that include; organizational structure, or business context.  

Development of maturity models 

This section presents a brief discussion on existing CMM developed and applied in several 

domains. The purpose of the review is to highlight important aspects that could act as a 

potential guide for developing maturity models for the asset maintenance domain. For 

instance, De Bruin et al. (2005) propose a six-phase framework for developing a generic 

business process maturity model (BPMM). The phases in the BPMM include: scope, design, 

populate, test, deploy, and maintain. The BPMM consists of six-dimensions and thirty 

assessment areas. Strutt (2006) propose an eight-phase framework for developing a generic 

design safety capability maturity model (DCMM). The DCMM defines an architecture 

consisting of five maturity levels, and twelve key processes/assessment items evaluated via a 

5-point Likert scale. Mettler (2009) proposes a four-phase framework for the design of the 

hospital supplier relationship management (HSRM) capability maturity model. The HSRM 

defines three maturity aspects contrasted against three domain specific dimensions. Here, 

several assessment items are defined in each cell of the defined matrix. In Becker et al. (2009) 

an eight-phase approach for developing a generic information technology performance 

measurement maturity model (ITPM) is proposed. Compared to the other three 
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aforementioned CMM’s, here the authors propose a model architecture that is largely 

influenced by existing models in the information technology and business intelligence 

domains. In Maier et al. (2009) a four-phase methodology for developing a generic maturity 

model is proposed. In the study, the authors do not specify an explicit model architecture but 

rather propose the use of descriptive and prescriptive text in the populate phase of the 

maturity model. Steenbergen et al. (2010) propose a ten-phase methodology for developing a 

generic maturity model, but no model architecture is proposed. Hauck et al. (2011) propose a 

five-phase methodology for developing the software process capability maturity model 

(SPCMM) based on the well-established and internationally accepted ISO/IEC 15504-2 

standard.  

In the aforementioned review, several generic maturity models propose performance 

assessment criteria that are rather ambiguous. Moreover, the reviewed CMM’s propose the 

use of numerous subjective assessment criteria and as such may present applicability 

challenges when used for maintenance performance measurement and benchmarking studies. 

This is in contrast to suggestions by several authors who propose the use of a limited number 

of performance assessment criteria/measures (max. 20) (Pintelon, 2006). Here, the author 

argues that doing so enables the organization focus on the most important improvement areas. 

Moreover, the CMM’s discussed are not specific to the asset maintenance domain. Recently, 

several authors have proposed CMM’s specific to asset maintenance. For instance, Oliveira et 

al. (2012) propose a conceptual CMM for evaluating the maturity of the maintenance function 

in the organization. The model consists of three maturity levels and five dimensions. Another 

example is the IAM’s PAS-55 assessment methodology developed by the Institute of Asset 

Management and derived from the BSI PAS-55:2008. Campbell and Reyes-Picknell (2006) 

also propose a maintenance maturity grid (MMG) for evaluating capability maturity in asset 

maintenance. The MMG architecture consists of five maturity levels contrasted against ten 

dimensions.  

However, the asset maintenance specific CMM’s discussed in the previous paragraph ignore 

several important aspects that include: (1) no clear framework for deriving the performance 

indicators; (2) absence of a clear linkage between the performance indicators and 

organizational strategy; and (3) no clear linkage between the performance indicators and 

derived maintenance policies. Moreover, the models largely propose subjective assessment 

criteria potentially leading to ambiguous performance assessment results. To address the 

aforementioned deficiency, Galar et al. (2011) propose the use of a performance measurement 

framework combining both qualitative and quantitative maintenance performance measures. 

The framework is based on the well-known balanced score card (BSC) and considers the re-

location/deployment of performance indicators to the three organizational levels, i.e. strategic, 

tactical and operational. However, the proposed scorecard assigns the same importance 

weighting to each performance measure potentially limiting its applicability in benchmarking 

studies, where organizations in different business context are compared. Finally, these 

maintenance specific CMM’s seldom incorporate maintenance benchmarking. Table 1 depicts 

an overview of several CMM’s discussed in literature.   

Maintenance benchmarking  

According to Pintelon (2006), benchmarking is defined as “a structured approach for learning 

from the practice of others, internally and/or externally, who are leaders in a field or with 

whom a legitimate comparison can be made”.  The authors here distinguish between four 

prevalent types of benchmarking which include: (1) internal benchmarking; (2) external 

benchmarking; (3) functional benchmarking and (4) generic benchmarking. 
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Table 1. Overview of maturity models specifying development phases, dimensions and performance 

assessment items 

Reference/name Application 

Domain 

Development 

phases 

Dimensions Performance 

assessment 

items/criteria 

(De Bruin et al., 

2005) 

Business Process 

Maturity Model 

(BPMM) 

Business process 

management & 

Knowledge 

management 

Six-phases  Five-dimensions:- Strategic 

alignment; Governance; 

Methods; People; Culture 

30 assessment 

items 

(Strutt, 2006) 

Design Safety 

Capability Maturity 

Model (DCMM) 

Off-shore 

installation’s 

organization 

management. 

Eight-phases  Twelve-dimensions:- safety 

requirements;..., managing 

the approach to research 

and development. 

12 assessment 

items 

(Mettler, 2009) 

Hospital Supplier 

Relationship 

Management 

(HSRM) 

Supplier 

relationship 

management 

Four-phases  Nine-dimensions:- strategy 

formulation; strategy 

implementation;…, and 

settlement 

110 assessment 

items 

(Becker, 2009) 

IT Performance 

Measurement 

Maturity Model 

(ITPM) 

Information 

technology (IT) 

support 

management 

Eight-phases Three-dimensions:- 

Contents; organization; 

and Technology 

15 assessment 

items 

(Maier et al., 2009, 

Maier et al., 2012) 

Communication Grid 

Method (CMG) 

Assessing 

communication 

management in 

engineering design 

Four-phases Five-dimensions (deduced 

from the proposed maturity 

levels) 

Propose the use 

of 20 assessment 

items 

(Steenbergen et al., 

2010) 

Focus area maturity 

models 

Enterprise 

architecture and 

software product 

management 

Ten-phases Definition of dimensions 

dependent on the areas of 

focus where the model is 

applied  

User dependent. 

(Hauck et al., 2011) 

Customizing 

Software Process 

Capability Maturity 

Model (SPCMMs) 

Software process 

capability 

 

 

 

 

Nine-phases The proposed framework is 

meant to customize existing 

SPCMM’s and thus the 

dimensions is dependent on 

the type of SPCMM 

undergoing customization 

Dependent on 

the SPCMM 

being 

customized. 

(Oliveira et al., 2012) 

Maintenance 

management based 

on organization 

maturity level 

Asset maintenance Survey based Five-dimensions:- 

maintenance strategy; key 

performance 

indicators;......; 

management models 

Propose 15 

assessment areas  

The Institute of Asset 

Management: 

BSI-PAS 55:2008 

international 

reference standard 

Asset management Survey based 

(consultation 

with asset 

managers, 

consultants,..) 

Not clearly specified 28 assessment 

items 

(Campbell and 

Reyes-Picknell, 

2006) 

Maintenance 

maturity grid (MMG) 

Asset maintenance Six-phases   Ten-dimensions:-   

strategy; people;work-

measurement;….;processes. 

Generalized 

assessment 

criteria/areas 

(Galar et al., 2011) 

Integrated 

maintenance 

scorecard 

Asset maintenance Based on four-

perspectives 

defined from 

the BSC 

Four-perspectives:- client ; 

financial; internal process; 

learning and growth 

Based on four-

perspectives 

defined from the 

BSC 
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Performance measurement and recommended improvement actions are central to the 

benchmarking exercise. In literature, few research works is directed towards developing 

maintenance benchmarking framework, an important pre-requisite for comparing the 

maintenance function of different organizations.  Notable exceptions include Komonen (2002) 

who propose a benchmarking tool for analyzing the effects of maintenance costs on the 

profitability of an organization. The benchmarking tool is incorporated in a three-phase 

maturity grid, but only considers the economic cost as a performance measure. MacGillivray 

(2007) propose a maturity model for benchmarking and improving the risk management 

process of the water utility sector. However, the model largely proposes subjective 

performance assessment criteria resulting in possible standardization challenges. Several other 

studies propose application of generic maintenance performance measurement and 

benchmarking standards such as the EN 15341 (BSI, 2007) which largely propose subjective 

performance assessment criteria. The importance with maintenance benchmarking is that 

forms an important transition to “world-class maintenance” discussed in the following 

paragraph. 

Path-way towards world-class maintenance  

The notion of world-class maintenance is described in literature using varied terms and 

definitions. For instance, Pintelon (2006) describes the path to “world-class maintenance” 

through a maintenance excellence framework having four distinct phases, i.e. starting level, 

basic level, advanced level and excellence level. Mishra et al. (2006) on the other hand 

propose a framework for maintenance excellence derived from comparative studies of several 

frameworks describing best practices in asset maintenance. Tomlingson (2007) propose a six-

phase framework for maintenance excellence.  From the brief review, it seems that defining 

what constitutes “world-class maintenance” is often not straightforward and differs depending 

on several factors that include the business context, strategic importance of the maintenance 

function and how the performance measures are derived and measured.  

3 Asset maintenance maturity model (AMMM)  

This section presents the proposed conceptual asset maintenance maturity model (AMMM) 

and extends the MPM framework developed by Van Horenbeek (2014). The framework 

enumerates maintenance objectives and respective performance measures derived through 

literature survey and validated by industrial case studies. Moreover, the framework aims at 

addressing the following deficiencies associated with existing MPM frameworks that include: 

 are generic and in many cases describe a list of possible maintenance objectives 

together with the corresponding maintenance performance indicators; 

 fail to explicitly link the derived MPI’s with the maintenance objectives;   

 failure in accounting for the varied importance of different maintenance performance 

measures depending on the operating/business context. 

The proposed MPM framework depicted in Fig. 2 explicitly links the different maintenance 

performance measures to all organizational levels, while at the same time taking into 

consideration the varying importance of the maintenance objectives and respective indicators. 

The framework consists of 5 steps (circled in the framework) namely (Van Horenbeek, 2014): 
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Strategic level
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Performance 

measurement

Maintenance concepts

Maintenance policies

Maintenance actions

Continuous improvement

Generic

ANP model

Business 

specific

Customized 

MPM system
1

2 3 4

5

 

  Figure 2. Maintenance performance measurement (MPM) framework (Van Horenbeek, 2014) 

1. Translating generic MPM frameworks into a customized MPM system taking into 

account all organizational levels; 

2. Prioritize the maintenance objectives on all the organizational levels based on 

analytical network process (ANP) methodology; 

3. Translating the business specific maintenance performance measures into MPI’s; 

4. Measure, monitor, and control maintenance performance based on MPI’s; and 

5. Continuous improvement through re-defining maintenance targets according to 

evolving business environment (performance measurement and benchmarking) 

The study by Van Horenbeek (2014) focuses on the first three steps enumerated above. In this 

paper we extend the MPM framework by focusing on steps 4 and 5, where we propose 

inclusion of the AMMM. The AMMM constitutes three phases that include performance 

assessment, continual improvement, benchmarking and standardization.   

3.1 Performance assessment 

In this phase, the maintenance objectives and respective MPI’s are deployed to the respective 

organization level according to the relative importance weighting defined in the ANP’s limit 

super matrix. As such, maintenance objectives are deployed at the strategic level, while the 

MPI’s are deployed to the tactical and operational levels. The summation of importance 

weighting scores sums to a value of 1. Next, each MPI is evaluated independently and 

assigned a performance score using either of three assessment approaches: (1) objective; (2) 

subjective; or (3) combination of both objective and subjective.  Depending on the availability 

of historical data, several MPI’s such as reliability may be computed objectively (i.e. 

reliability analysis). Thus, here we apply a modified mathematical formulation first proposed 

by Hsieh (2009), where we define the weighted global performance assessment score (PAS) 

computed as follows: 

    
    


n

i

n

i

n

i

n

i

n

i

iMBiSiPDLiFTiPE MBWSWPDLWFTWPEWwPAS
1 1 1 1 1

   (1) 

Where: 

     ,    ,     ,   , and    :  the importance weighting factors for each of the five 

maintenance objectives, i.e. people and environment, functional and technical 

aspects,…, and maintenance budget; 
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   : the total number of maintenance performance indicators in each maintenance 

objective; 

                  ; weighted score for each maintenance indicator defined as the 

product of assigned performance assessment score and importance weighting derived 

from ANP. 

To ensure uniformity of the weighted PAS, it is proposed that each performance assessment 

score should be transformed into ratios ranging from 0 to 1. For instance, the MPI 

“maintenance costs” is normally described in economic terms e.g. Euros, but can instead be 

expressed as a ratio of actual maintenance cost incurred versus budgeted maintenance budget. 

For subjective performance assessment, domain experts assign performance assessment 

scores to each of the MPI defined at the tactical and operational level. Here, we propose a 5-

point Likert scale with a score range of ‘1’ to ‘5’, the latter being the most important. Thus, 

assigning each MPI a rating based on the Likert scale, a weighted global performance 

assessment score may be computed by using equation (1) defined above. Thus, the value of 

      is based on the Likert scale (i.e. range of 1-5), rather than ratio (e.g. reliability = 0.85).  

Introducing the weighted PAS allows for a realistic evaluation of the organizations’ 

performance in that the most important maintenance performance indicators (i.e. assigned the 

highest weights), are assigned a higher weighting compared to less important MPI’s. 

Moreover, the weighted PAS assumes a final value ranging from 0 to 1, easily transformed 

into a percentage thus presenting an intuitive approach through which the organization is 

situated on a specified level on the maturity ladder depicted in Fig. 3.  

3.2 Continual improvement process 

After situating on the maturity ladder, the organization may find the need to improve their 

maintenance programs, i.e. move to the next step on the maturity ladder. However, achieving 

such improvements is not always straightforward. Several studies report the implicit link 

between choice of the maintenance policy (e.g. FBM, TBM and CBM) and MPI’s and as such 

improvement activities are invariably linked to the selection of appropriate maintenance 

policy(s). In this paper we propose the use of risk assessment methodologies as a central tool 

for continual improvement of maintenance programs. The reasons are three-fold:  

1. allows for a systematic identification of failure risk and as result focuses maintenance 

effort on the most important failure modes;  

2. constitute important tools within the maintenance decision making framework. For 

instance, the FMEA is an important tool in the RCM concept, while the fault tree is an 

important reliability analysis tool in RBIM; 

3. allows for the incorporation of important externalities often ignored during 

development of maintenance improvement programs that include economic feasibility, 

safety factors, or environmental considerations. 

Therefore, the proposed structured improvement framework acts as a potential guide for 

developing improvement programs. A wide variety of risk assessment methodologies are 

reported in literature (Tixier et al., 2002). The effectiveness of the selected maintenance 

strategy(s) on the MPI is continuously evaluated (i.e. measure, monitor) via the feed-back 

loop depicted in Fig 3. For instance, a particular risk assessment methodology (e.g. RCM) 
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Figure 3. Overview of proposed asset maintenance maturity model (AMMM) framework 
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may suggest implementing combined FBM and TBM, which upon evaluation does not 

necessarily lead to improved MPI’s scores. As such, a different risk assessment approach, e.g. 

RBIM may instead propose optimizing preventive maintenance schedules leading to possible 

improved scores. Thus, the application of risk assessment methodologies marks an important 

departure from several conventional maturity models often proposed in literature which 

situates novel maintenance strategies, e.g. CBM at the highest maturity level, while traditional 

strategy(s) e.g. FBM and TBM are situated at the lowest maturity levels. Rather, the selection 

of maintenance strategy is specific to the business and operation context of the organization 

and explicitly linked to maintenance performance measurement.  

3.3 Benchmarking and standardization of maintenance programs 

Once the organization is satisfied with the current maturity level an internal or external 

benchmarking study is considered. Since the MPI’s are generic but vary in importance 

depending on the business context, the AMMM presents an intuitive approach for 

benchmarking maintenance programs across different organizations. Organizations achieving 

consistently high weighted PAS (i.e. > 80%) scores may be considered as having high 

maturity. Here, it does not necessarily imply implementing CBM, but rather the 

organizational specific maintenance strategy(s) that allows attainment of high performance 

evidenced by the weighted PAS. Thus the AMMM dispels existing asset maintenance 

maturity frameworks that situate maintenance policy(s) depending on its complexity. Rather, 

the organization may as well attain high maturity through implementing effective TBM as 

opposed to CBM. Indeed, implementing CBM may instead make the organization “over-

mature” and as such not necessary. 

4 Conclusion 

This paper reviews research work carried out on the development of capability maturity 

models. In as much as several CMM’s exist, not much research works on models specific to 

asset maintenance domain are reported in published literature. Moreover, existing CMM’s 

largely propose subjective assessment criteria leading to possible ambiguity when applied for 

maintenance performance measurement and benchmarking studies. Thus, a novel asset 

maintenance maturity model (AMMM) is proposed specifically for the asset maintenance 

domain. The proposed model extends recent research work on maintenance performance 

measurement (MPM) and introduces the concept of weighted performance assessment score 

(wPAS) as the basis for maintenance performance measurement and benchmarking studies. 

Furthermore, the use of risk assessment methodologies is proposed as part of a structured 

decision making framework for selecting the most appropriate maintenance policy(s) best 

suited to the organization considering the operational and business context. 

The AMMM marks an important departure from existing CMM’s in that organizations in 

different business context are assessed based on the same generic list of maintenance 

objectives (and respective MPI’s), but with varying importance weighting. This presents an 

intuitive approach allowing for a better comparison for the maintenance performance of 

different organizations. Moreover, situating the capability maturity for the organization on the 

basis of the weighted PAS allows for better performance assessment and attempts to de-link 

the performance assessment exercise from the assessor’s subjectivity. Proposed future work 

will be on validating the proposed AMMM through case studies.   
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